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ABSTRACT

Five simple alloys were ion irradiated at 948 K in an experiment

designed to investigate the mechanism of swelling suppression associated

with phosphorous additions. One of the alloys was the simple ternary

Fe-15Ni-13Cr, another had 0.05% P added and the other three had further

additions of the phosphide precipitate-forming elements Ti and/or Si. Ion

irradiations were carried out with heavy ions only (Ni or Fe) or with heavy

ions followed by dual heavy ions and helium. The ternary with and without

P swelled readily early in dose with or without helium. The other

three alloys only showed swelling in the presence of helium and exhibited a

long delay in dose prior to the onset of swelling. These displayed fine

distributions of Fe2P type phosphide precipitates enhanced by irradiation.

The phosphide particles gave rise to very high concentrations of stable

helium filled cavities at the precipitate matrix interfaces. The results

were analyzed in terms of the theory of cavity swelling. The accumulation

of the critical number of gas atoms in an individual cavity is required in

the theory for point defect driven swelling to begin. It is concluded that

the primary mechanism leading to swelling suppression is therefore the

dilution of injected helium over a very large number of cavities. It is

suggested that this mechanism may offer a key for alloy design for swelling

resistance in high helium environments. MJi
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has been observed that phosphorous-modified stainless steels exhib-

it resistance to cavity swelling during irradiation [1]. The remarkably

high degree of swelling suppression associated with phosphorous additions

renders such alloys among the most swelling resistant structural alloys

available. In our previous work it was shown that a fine dispersion of

phosphide precipitates develops in these alloys. The interfaces of these

precipitates are occupied by a very high concentration of stable gas filled

cavities. It was suggested that by distributing or diluting the helium in

these alloys among this large number of cavities, the accumulation of the

critical number of gas atoms in a cavity required for rapid point defect

driven swelling was inhibited.

The critical number of gas atoms is that which theory dictates must be

contained within a cavity in order for rapid point defect driven (as

contrasted with gas driven) growth to begin [2—6]. It has a one-to-one

correspondence with a related quantity, the minimum critical radius, which

can be measured using transmission electron microscopy. The critical quan-

tities arise as a result of competition between cavity growth by radiation

induced point defect fluxes and cavity shrinkage by thermal vacancy

emission. In general if a cavity is above the critical radius, then

the thermal emission term is low enough for the radiation induced fluxes to

dominate. However, the critical radius is reduced by the contained gas

pressure. With n gas atoms a cavity will reside at a stable radius



rj(n ), and the corresponding (larger) critical radius that must be reached

for point defect driven growth ?s rc(n ). As more gas is added to the

cavity its stable radius is increased while its critical radius is

decreased. When the critical number of gas atoms n* is reached, r^ and r£

coincide at r*, the minimum critical radius. When more gas is added, the

critical radius vanishes, and a cavity of any radius containing more than

n* gas atoms will grow inexorably.

The existence of critical quantities leads to the expectation of bimo-

dal cavity size distributions. When some of the cavities have accumulated

more than n* gas atoms, their growth to large sizes will be rapid, while

their counterparts containing less than n* gas atoms remain behind at their

corresponding stable radius rj. There will generally be a gap in size be-
tween the two populations. Thus, for example, even in phosphorous modified

alloys it is expected that accelerated swelling will eventually begin when

enough transmutation-produced or deliberately injected gas is accumulated;

a bimodal cavity size distribution then should be observed.

The purpose of the present work is to examine in detail our hypothesis

relating helium dilution at precipitate matrix interfaces to swelling

resistance. A systematic series of experiments is carried out on a set of

simple phosphorous-modified alloys. Observations of precipitates, inter-

facial cavities and bimodal size distributions are emphasized.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Five simple alloys of increasing alloying content were employed: one

is the base Fe-13Cr-15Ni alloy and four others are phosphorous modified



variants. In three of these, other alloying elements (Si,Ti) also were

introduced in order to bring out increasing densities of phosphide precipi-

tates. Table 1 gives the chemical compositions of the alloys-

Two types of ion irradiations were carried out on these alloys. In

the first, Ni ions only were used. Thus the microstructural development in

the absence of helium was determined. The second type of experiment con-

sisted of a sequenced irradiation. First, Fe ions only were applied. This

treatment induced a high density of phosphide precipitates in the

phosphorous-bearing alloys and was intended to maximize the precipitate-

matrix interfacial area in order to subsequently determine the extent of

swelling suppression possible with helium dilution at interfaces. This

step was followed by a simultaneous irradiation with both Fe and He ions to

induce further microstructural evolution including cavities. (The use of

either Fe or Ni ions has been shown to lead to equivalent results, both

being self-ions of the alloys introduced in concentrations <1%,)

Solution annealed (1373 K/15 min) specimen disks 3 mm in diameter by

0.35 mm in thickness were irradiated at 948 K in the ORNL 5 MV/400 kV dual

icn Van de Graaff accelerator system. The ion energies were 4 MeV for Fe

and Ni and were sinusoidally ramped between 200 and 400 keV for the helium

in order to spread it uniformly throughout the heavy ion damage region.

After ion bombardment the specimens were electrochemically sectioned to a

depth of 0.6 micrometer from the bombarded side and thinned from the back

side to perforation. Microstructural examinations and analyses of precipi-

tate compositions were carried out on a JEM 120 CX transmission electron



microscope with energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer. Details of both the

bombardment facility and analyses procedures have been given elsewhere

[7,8]. The procedures for data analysis were carried out in accordance

with the guidelines described in ASTM Standards E521 and E942.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Irradiation Without Helium

In the phosphorous modified alloys, needle shaped phosphide precipita-

tes nucleated early in dose at dislocation loops and line dislocations.

Figure 1 shows the microstructures of all the alloys at 1 dpa. In a

separate thermal aging experiment on the same alloys, it was found that

phosphide formation was extremely sluggish, only giving rise to less than

one one-thousandth the density of particles for an aging time of 1 yr at

the bombardment temperature. Phosphide precipitates were formed at 1 dpa

in all alloys containing phosphorous. However, at higher doses phosphides

appear at much higher densities in the alloys containing silicon or tita-

nium or both, as shown in Fig. 2. Titanium is the strongest phosphide

former. The particle concentrations were greater than 6 x 10 2 0 m~3 in

alloys Bll and B12 containing titanium, about three times higher than that

of alloy BIO with Si but no Ti, and about two orders of magnitude higher

than that of alloy B9 with neither Si nor Ti. Table 2 gives the complete

results of microstructural examination. Energy dispersive x-ray analyses

of the particles revealed that they are typically M2(P,Si) having the



type hexagonal structure with latt ice parameters a = 0.604 and c = 0.36 nm.

In the alloys containing silicon and titanium, the precipitates contain

about 10% Si and/or 10% Ti .

At high dose, two of the alloys, Bl and B9, showed significant

swelling, while the alloys BIO, B l l , and B12 did not show any sign of cavi-
i

ties. The correlation of swelling suppression with the presence of the

high density of phosphides is striking, as shown in Fig. 2. Phosphorous

addition alone, when phosphide precipitates were very sparse, did not play

any role in suppressing swelling as can be seen by comparing alloys Bl (no

P) and B9 (with P) in Fig. 2. Cavity volume fractions in these two alloys

reached about 4.6% in alloy Bl at 95 dpa and 3.5% in alloy B9 at 86 dpa.

The dislocation densities in all alloys at high doses were similar,

about 2 x 101If m~2. Other precipitates also formed at much lower den-

sities, mainly TiC and 6-phase.

3.2 Sequenced Single and Dual Irradiations

Table 2 summarizes the ion doses in the first stage as well as the ion

doses and helium injection levels in the second stage of these experiments

together with the cavity and precipitate statistics. In these irradiations

the precipitate densities observed were quite similar to those of the irra-

diations with no helium, about 2 x 10 2 0 m"3 in alloy 810 and about 6 x

10 z 0 m"3 in alloys Bll and B12. However, one specimen in each of Bll and

B12 showed a factor of about five higher phosphide precipitate density.



Greater than 90% of the bubbles in these alloys were at phosphide-

matrix interfaces, as expected (Fig. 3). No large cavities were observed

at the lowest doses (-1 dpa) during the dual ion step even with the

simultaneous injection of 95 appm He. At higher doses, 40 dpa in the most

swelling resistant alloy B12, some of these bubbles had grown into large

cavities leading to non-negligible swelling. At this stage a bimodal

cavity size distribution was observed. Figure 3 illustrates the

microstructure of alloy B12 observed in TEM. The largest diameter among

the cavities in the smaller size class, corresponding to the minimum criti-

cal radius of the theory, was observed to be 2.5 nm and was the same for

each of the alloys BIO, Bll and B12. The micrograph of alloy B12 shown in

Fig. 3 also shows the small stable helium filled cavities, accompanied by

fewer much larger growing cavities. The stable cavity densities are

generally an order of magnitude higher than the phosphide precipitate par-

ticle densities.

In the alloys containing titanium, Bll and B12, a high density of

small TiC particles formed. The precipitates were not uniformly distri-

buted; in some areas their concentrations were as much as 4—5 times the

density of the phosphide particles. In areas where TiC was plentiful, the

phosphide phase was suppressed because both phases compete for titanium.

However, since these small TiC particles generally appear to be associated

with only one helium bubble, the phosphides provide a much stronger diluent

for helium. In addition, particles of silicon rich G-phase were formed in
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alloy 812 at high dose. An example is shown at 81 dpa in Fig, 3, where the

large objects are G-phase particles. Many small bubbles were also found at

the G-phase/matrix interface. In addition, many of the G-phase particles

were associated with large growing cavities. Because these particles are

large and relatively few in number, they offer negligible dilution of

helium by the formation of interfacial bubbles. On the other hand their

individually large size appears to be quite effective at accelerating the

growth stage of cavities attached to them that have exceeded the cr i t ica l

radius. This rapid growth of cavities attached to large G-phase precipita-

tes is seen as a manifestation of the precipitate point defect collection

mechanism described by Mansur [9] and Lee et a l . previously [10],

Special cases of the sequential irradiations summarized in Table 2 are

those indicated with a zero in the second column. These did not receive a

heavy-ion-only dose prior to simultaneous irradiation with heavy-ions and

helium ions. These irradiations resulted in precipitation essentially

similar to that of the sequential irradiations. In alloys BIO, Bl l and B12

no appreciable cavity formation was observed. This absence of cavities is

attributed to the much lower levels of helium accumulated in these speci-

mens, compared with those subjected to sequential irradiations where cavi-

ties were observed (30 appm compared with 74 to 440 appm). On the other

hand in alloys Bl and B9 (results not shown in Table 2), the simultaneous

injection of helium did not significantly alter the swelling compared to

the no-helium case.



4. ANALYSIS

To aid in the interpretation of these results, calculations of the

expected minimum critical cavity radius, r*, and critical number of gas

atoms, n*, have been performed. The general forms of the expressions given

by Mansur et al. [11] are used in the present analysis,

* _ 2y /I +
rc " T" ( T -

where f = £1 fcn S (2)
it

and

ZvD,Cv

The corresponding expression for the critical number of gas atoms is

n* = 32_JTY3 (1 +
9 f2kT (2 + 6)1*

Here, 6 = (1 + 3 B ) 1 / 2 , where 3 = Bf/kT with B denoting the

Van der Waals volume exclusion correction. The symbol Y denotes surface

energy, a denotes atomic volume, D denotes diffusion coefficient, C denotes

physical point defect concentration and Zc denotes the capture efficiency
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of a cavity for point defects. These symbols are specialized by the

subscripts v and i, denoting vacancies and interstitials, respectively.

The symbol C** denotes thermal equilibrium bulk vacancy concentration and kT

has its usual meaning. Full expressions for the point defect concentra-

tions and other quantities dependent on materials parameters and irra-

diation conditions are given in Ref. [5].

Thus the achievement of the critical quantities depends on a number of

system parameters that are both implicit and explicit in the above

equations. Three parameters are of primary interest here: the point

defect sink densities, the surface free energy, and the precipitate matrix

interfacial area through its effect on the number of stable cavities.

Dislocation, cavity5 and precipitate sink strengths for point defects

vary throughout the irradiations. However, typical results can be obtained

from Table 2. The dislocation densities were about 2 x 10llf m~2. The

total (stable and growing) cavity density was typically about 2 x io20 m"3

for alloys Bl and B9, 6 x 1021 m"3 for alloy BIO and 2 x 10 2 2 m"3 for

alloys Bll and B12. These values are used as a component of the sink

strengths necessary to calculate the theoretically predicted value of the

critical radius for each alloy. The size of the small cavities is also a

necessary input for the sink strength calculations. Since the average

stable cavity size increases with the amount of helium injected (because of

the increasing sink strength) as shown in Fig. 3, one-half the observed

stable cavity size near the onset of bias driven swelling is used in the

sink strength determination. Since no stable cavities are observed in

alloys Bl and B9, sink strengths for these had to be assumed corresponding
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to radii below the resolution limit of electron microscopy (0.5 nm).

However, the calculated value of r* is independent of this sink strength

since dislocations are the dominant sink in these alloys. Other important

parameters are the surface free energy, here taken as the approximate

center of the range (2 J/m2) of both experimental and theoretical values

for iron, chromium, and nickel [12], the vacancy migration and formation

energies (1.2 and 1.6 eV, respectively) and the effective bias (1.5%),

where its low value also accounts for the fact that the defect production

rate is generally less than the displacement rate used in the present

calculations.

The calculated values of r* and n* as well as the measured values of

r* are shown in Table 3. The experimental and calculated values agree well

except in alloys Bl and B9. However, when the surface energy for these

alloys is reduced from 2 to 1 J/m2, good agreement is obtained. The criti-

cal radius is reduced by a factor of 2 by this change in accordance with

Eq. (1). We believe this lower value of surface energy may be reasonable

in view of the high concentration of impurity oxygen in alloys Bl and B9,

as shown in Table 1. Oxygen is well known to be a surface active element

that lowers the surface free energy by as much as 50% with less than 25% of

a monolayer coverage [13,14], Recently, Zinkle et al. [15] reported that

cavity formation in copper was triggered by less than 40 appm oxygen, and

their interpretation was that it essentially lowered the surface free

energy. Similarly, our recent work [16] has shown that less than 30 appm

oxygen stabilized cavity formation in Fe-Ni-Cr alloys. This oxygen was
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accelerator injected, however, and it appears to be much more effective

than oxygen introduced during normal fabrication. Nevertheless, the very

high levels (1000 appm) in alloys Bl and B9 may well have been sufficient

to modify the surface energy.

The presence of more cavities in response to the increased interfacial

area provided by phosphide precipitates has another yet stronger effect

than the simple increase in point defect sink strengths and consequent

increase in r* and n*. The increased number of cavities dilutes helium

atoms among more sites, delaying the buildup of n* gas atoms in any cavity,

and thus delaying the onset of bias driven swelling. The predicted effect

is dramatic as can be seen in the last column of Table 3. In alloys Bl and

B9, the amount of helium estimated to be required for rapid swelling is

only 0,8 appm, while that in the phosphide forming alloys is almost 200

times larger.

5. DISCUSSION

It follows from the analysis above that three related reasons rein-

force each other to cause the simple ternary alloy to begin swelling very

early in dose. The first is that there is no gas dilution by profuse

bubble formation at precipitate matrix interfaces. Only a relatively small

number of cavities are available to accommodate gases. Second is the fact

that the critical radius and the critical number of gas atoms are also

smaller than those required in the alloys containing precipitate forming

(and oxygen gettering) elements Si and Ti. This lower critical radius is

attributed mainly to the presence of high levels of oxygen in this alloy,
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which reduces the surface free energy of the cavities to the point where

the critical radius is below the observation limit. Another reason for the

reduced critical radius is that the point defect sink strength in this

alloy is very low compared to the alloys with precipitates, and a low sink

strength is associated with a small critical radius [17]. With such a

small critical radius required for point defect driven swelling, there

is apparently enough residual gas in the alloy to supply the correspon-

dingly very small critical number of gas atoms to trigger swelling; thus

the observation that the alloy swells even without helium injection.

All of the statements above also apply to the ternary modified with

phosphorous only. The addition of phosphorous alone does not provide any

significant reduction in swelling, nor does it induce any significant pre-

cipitation of phosphide particles. Thus the three attributes described

above are not mitigated with the addition of phosphorous alone to the

ternary.

When the phosphide forming and oxygen gettering elements Si and Ti are

also introduced, then significant swelling suppression occurs. Based on

the calculations described, the main reason for swelling suppression is the

helium dilution effect of the profuse formation of bubbles on precipitate-

matrix interfaces. Secondary effects are (1) the increase in the critical

number of gas atoms required for point defect driven cavity growth by the

removal of the surface active oxygen,* (2) the increase in the critical

*Eqs. (1) and (4) show that n* is proportional to r*y and that r* is
y c c

proportional to Y, SO that doubling Y increases n* by a factor of eight.
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number caused by an increase in overall point defect sink strength, and

(3) the removal of the excess oxygen the possibility of residual gas

triggering swelling is eliminated.

It also follows from the analyses that any swelling resistant alloy

designed on the principle of helium dilution should eventually swell at

high do?e. The question arises as to how long swelling can be delayed in a

practically achievable alloy.

In the phosphide containing alloys described herein, significant

swelling has been delayed to the range of 5O-100 dpa and a few hundred appm

He. However, these are extremely simple solution annealed materials that

were designed to investigate systematically the swelling suppressing mecha-

nism of helium dilution. In very recent experiments on more complex and

highly cold worked alloys, swelling has been suppressed to well over

100 dpa and well over 1000 appm He [18]. In these cases an even higher

concentration of phosphide precipitates was nucleated on the cold work

dislocations, so that the number of bubbles available for helium dilution

was increased significantly. At the same time the critical radius was

increased by yet another factor of two because of the further*increase in

point defect sink strength provided by the dislocations, cavities, and

precipitates. These alloys are among the most swelling resistant alloys

available.

Other hypotheses have also been put forward to explain the swelling

resistance of phosphorous modified alloys. One is that the phosphide pre-

cipitates may have provided enough extra point defect sink strength to
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sufficiently lower the point defect concentrations and the swelling rate of

growing cavities [19], However, a recent analysis by Brailsford and

Mansur [20] showed that this could not account for all of the swelling

suppression reported by Lee et al. [1] in a high phosphorous alloy.

Another suggestion is that the phosphorous atom increases point defect dif-

fusion rates, thus lowering point defect concentrations and in turn

lowering cavity nucleation [21]. The present results, however, are not

consistent with this idea. The alloy with phosphorous additions alone

swells as readily as the pure ternary. In the three alloys with phosphide

precipitates there is no difficulty in nucleating cavities (Table 2). The

cavities simply do not grow readily until they accumulate the critical

number of gas atoms.

6. SUMMARY

A series of simple phosphorous-modified alloys was prepared to

investigate the mechanism of swelling suppression in phosphorous-containing

alloys. One of the alloys was a simple ternary Fe-15Ni-13Cr, another had

0.05% P added, while three others had the same amount of P together with

additions of Ti and/or Si. Ion irradiations were carried out, using either

heavy ions only with no helium added or in sequenced fashion f i r s t with

heavy ions only and next with dual heavy-ions and helium.

In the ternary and the ternary plus P alloys, early and large swelling

occurred. In the other alloys swelling was suppressed, most significantly

for the alloy containing both Si and T i . The suppression of swelling was

correlated with the appearance of a high density of te^P type phosphide
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precipitates, which were only prevalent in the alloys containing Si and/or

Ti. On these precipitates there was profuse formation of helium bubbles.

These results confirmed the hypothesis that these experiments were

designed to investigate. The swelling suppression effect of phosphorous

takes place by a mechanism of helium dilution. With the very high density

of cavities achieved by the introduction of precipitate-matrix interfaces

as helium traps, the time to accumulate the critical number of gas

atoms in a cavity is extended. The critical number of gas atoms is a con-

cept arising in the theory of swelling, being that number required before

rapid swelling driven by point defect absorption can begin. Bimodal cavity

size distributions were observed when swelling began, consistent with the

hypothesized mechanism. The largest size in the smaller group of cavities

"is taken as the critical radius corresponding to the critical number of gas

atoms. Quantitative calculations reproduce the measured critical size and

confirm that the; swelling suppression is a result of the delay in accumu-

lating the critical number of gas atoms by precipitate-based helium

dilution.

It is suggested that these results may furnish a simple physical basis

for the design of swelling resistant alloys in the high helium environment

of fusion reactors.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1, TEM nricrostructures irradiated with 4 MeV Ni + + ions to 1 dpa

at 948 K: (a) Bl, (b) B9, (c) BIO, (d) Bll, and (e) B12 alloys.

Fig. 2. TEM microstructures (top) of alloys irradiated to 70 dpa with

4 MeV Ni + + ions at 948 K together with corresponding carbon extraction

replicas (bottom) to show relative precipitate number densities and

morphologies: (a) Bl, (b) B9, (c) 810, (d) Bll, and (e) B12 alloys.

Fig. 3. TEM iricrostructures of alloy B12 irradiated sequentially with

4 MeV Fe++ ions alone and then simultaneously with helium: (a) 23 dpa +

(95 appm He/1 dpa), (b) 40 dpa + (180 appm He/40 dpa), and (c) 34 dpa +

(319 appm He/81 dpa).
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TABLE 1—Chemical Composition of Alloys in Weight Percent

Alloys Fe Cr N1 Mo Mn Si Ti C P N 0 (appm)

Bl Bal 13.79 14.95 0.010 0.030 (1050)

B9 Bal 13.71 15.2a 0.049 0.009 0.031 (1050)

B10 Bal 13.64 15.15 -- ~ 0.84 -- — 0.050 0.009 0.020 ( 700)

Bll Bal 13.63 15.20 0.18 0.041 0.049 0.011 0.013 ( 455)

B12 Bal 13.58 15.15 -- — 0.83 0.17 0.044 0.049 0.010 0.004 ( 140)

Dashed lines: Not intentionally added, but trace amounts of these elements exist
together with other impurity elements.



TABLE 2—Microstructural Data of Irradiated Alloys*

Dose Cavity Average Cavity Bubble M P
Alloys Ion only He+Ions concentration cavity diameter volume fraction concentration concentration

fAn*\ [znnm/Ana\ fm~3\ (nm\ (t\ lm~^\ fm-3\(dpa) (appm/dpa)
e
(m-3)

y
(nm)

Bl

B9

95

86

0

0

2.2 x 10 2 0

2.0 x 1020

63

65

4.6

3.5 <5 x 10 1 8

BIO

85

0

25

30

49

0 .

30/78

74/9

95/18

440/60

3.3 x 10ig

2,2 x 1020

4.2 x 1Q20

52

21

34

0.2

1.3 5.9 x 1Q21

~2 x 1Q20

r-2 X 10 2 0

2.5 x 10 2 0

2.2 ,x 1020

811

97

0

35

43

42

0

30/85

95/1.2

74/24

319/90

1.2 x 1021

2.1 x 1Q21

19

31

0.4

3.1

1.2 x 1022

1.8 x 1022

1.2 x 10 2 2

~6 x 10 2 0

6.5 x 10 2 0

3.2 x 10 2 i

B12

59

0

23

40

34

0

30/61

95/1

180/40

319/81

3.9 x 10 2 0

3.3 x 10 2 0

24

30

0.4

0.7

2.8 x

2.2 x 10 2 2

>2 x 1Q21

-6 x 10 2 0

-6 x 10 2 0

2.8 x 10 2 1

6.0 x 10 2 0

6.4 x 10 2 0

dislocation densities were typically -2 x lO1If m-2 for all alloys.

Dashed lines: Not measurable.



TABLE 3—Calculations of r*

Alloys

Bl

B9

BIO

Bll

B12

CW A7

Dislocation
density
(m-2)

2 x 1011*

2 x 1014

2 x 1014

2 x lO14

2 x 10 ̂

2 x 1015

Cavity
density, Nc

(in"3)

2 x 1020

2 x 1020

6 x 1021

2 x 10 2 2

2 x 1022

1 x 1023

Surface
energy
(J/m2)

2.0

1.0

2.0

1.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

Experimental
rc
(nm)

<0.5?

<0.5?

1.25

1.25

1.25

2.5

Calculated
rc
(nm)

0o96

0o48

0.96

0.48

1.05

1.27

1.27

1.77

Calculated

"I
(no.)

393

49

393

49

475

688

688

1342

He cone.1"
N;XNC

(appm)

0..8

b.8

43

142

142

1384

"•"Helium concentration needed to reach critical size.


